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what is reflective learning?
In shorts ,it's a practice that help you become 
an active learner .Many of us have been 
passive learners. Passive learner goes a bit like 
this we read textbook we follow everything our 
instructor or teacher tell us( sometimes we tune 
out ),we write exams and then we forget that 
we learned.



its common and though out everybody goes 
through this, historically ,it happened more often 
than not.

 Does it sounds familiar to you ?do you know  
anyone who goes through this kind of learning?

 Active learning on the other hand goes like 
this:-



We engage in conversation with our 
classmates and teachers .We do so as 
part of a community ,we asked 
questions. We figure out answers .We 
contribute and learn and  teach each 
other .And ultimately ,We engage with 
ourselves ( and seldom ttune out as a 
result.)



Definitions:-

● Oxford Dictionary define reflection as a serious 
thought or consideration an idea about something 
especially one that is written down and expressed

● Donald scorn,an influential  thinker in developing 
the theory and practice of reflection learning defines 
reflective learning as the capacity to reflect on 
action so as to engage in a process of continuous 
learning



 He further introduced the concept of reflection- in 
-action and Reflection _on -action .
 Reflection- in -action “refers to the idea that at any 
gives moment when faced with an issue you can 
think on your feet to resolve the issue”
 Reflection -on- action “however referred to you 
trying to make sense of the experience after it had 
occurred”
 To learn deeply we need to  use both or else the 
experience just comes and goes just like passive 
learning.



In shot, through reflection- we 
change our assumption ask new  
questions ,make sense of our 
experience and in the process, put 
what we have learnt and Deepa 
memory as active learners.



Characteristics of Reflective Teaching
The ability to reflect upon practice is a 
systematic way which is considered a 
requirement of professional practice. Some 
characteristics of reflective teaching are as 
follows:-



● It is a combination of skills and enquiries with attitudes of 
responsibility and open-mindedness and a cyclical 
process in which teachers revise their works.

● - It is based on self-reflection and teachersʼ judgment of 
educational activities.

● - Open-mindedness is willingness to listen to more than 
one side of an issue and to give attention to alternative 
options.



Values and Importance of Reflective Teaching

● Reflective teaching has a central position in professional 
education and teachers’ experiences signify its role in 
effective teaching. Thus, three values should be considered 
regarding the importance of reflective teaching:

● The process of reflective teaching relates to the concept of 
development, education, and training. By these concepts, 
we can understand that some skills, instruments, and 
strategies can be taught to enable teachers to become 
reflective 



● Reflective teaching is the method to deal 
with classroom barriers. In this process, 
teachers should not be passive in classroom 
situations; they should have an active role 
as an innovator in the classroom (Dewey, 
1993).

● - Teachers can overcome doubts and fears 
to critically assess their practice and make a 
meaningful change


